
 

Experience The Culture of Medellin with Roam Colombia 

Are you planning your next trip to Colombia? If so, you must be excited about the Pablo 
Escobar tour Medellin. However, several tour companies are working in Medellin. However, 
it is crucial to work with someone who can provide you with the most exceptional tour 
experience. Roam Colombia is just the right option for you in this case. They have 
experienced tour guides working with them who will truly make your journey as hassle-free 
as possible. They can truly create customized options for you based on what your 
preferences are. Hence, you will get complete satisfaction when you trust them for your 
tours in Medellin. So, let’s explore more about Roam Colombia. 

Pablo Escobar Tours  

If you want to go on a Pablo Escobar tour, Roam Colombia is just the right company for you. 
They can help you experience various popular sites, such as the Pablo Museum and 
Memorial Square. The tour will provide you with a lot of information. Along with this, it will 
also cover your food, drinks, and transportation. The team of Roam Colombia believes that 
Pablo should not be glorified in any way. However, learning about history can be fascinating. 
So, you will learn about a lot of things during this tour, such as what people think about the 
country and how the whole incident has affected Colombia. You will also get information 
about how Medellin has become a safe city. You will visit several locations on this tour, such 
as the cemetery, the Pablo Museum, and the rooftop, where you will get a lot of interesting 
information. This tour will take around 5 hours. 

Comuna 13 Tours 
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If you want to experience the beautiful culture of Medellin, you must go for Comuna 13 
tours. When you choose these tours at Roam Colombia, your transportation, food, and 
drinks will be included, along with a guide who will help you throughout. This neighborhood 
has changed a lot through the years. It was quite popular for criminal activities before. 
However, today, it has completely transformed into a welcoming neighborhood. The history 
of this area is quite interesting, and you will learn a lot about the challenges that people 
have faced. But today it has completely transformed with things like the outdoor escalators 
which make transportation easy here. 

If you are looking for the best Comuna 13 tour Medellin for your Medellin trip, make sure to 
check out the website of Roam Colombia. They can offer a variety of tours.  

To go on a Comuna 13 tour, visit https://roamcolombia.com/  

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3TIQy4T 
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